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The great anthology of short novels by the masters of modern fantasy. Stephen
King tells a tale of Roland, the Gunslinger, in the world of The Dark Tower, in
"The Little Sisters of Eluria." Robert Silverberg returns to Majipoor and to Lord
Valentine's adventure in an ancient tomb, in "The Seventh Shrine." Orson Scott
Card spins a yarn of Alvin and his apprentice from the Tales of Alvin Maker, in
"Grinning Man." Raymond E. Feist's Riftwar Saga is the setting of the tale of "The
Wood Boy." At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
An Instant New York Times Bestseller! Winner of the Coretta Scott King - John
Steptoe for New Talent Author Award Filled with mystery and an intriguingly rich
magic system, Tracy Deonn’s YA contemporary fantasy Legendborn offers the
dark allure of City of Bones with a modern-day twist on a classic legend and a lot
of Southern Black Girl Magic. After her mother dies in an accident, sixteen-yearold Bree Matthews wants nothing to do with her family memories or childhood
home. A residential program for bright high schoolers at UNC–Chapel Hill seems
like the perfect escape—until Bree witnesses a magical attack her very first night
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on campus. A flying demon feeding on human energies. A secret society of so
called “Legendborn” students that hunt the creatures down. And a mysterious
teenage mage who calls himself a “Merlin” and who attempts—and fails—to wipe
Bree’s memory of everything she saw. The mage’s failure unlocks Bree’s own
unique magic and a buried memory with a hidden connection: the night her
mother died, another Merlin was at the hospital. Now that Bree knows there’s
more to her mother’s death than what’s on the police report, she’ll do whatever
it takes to find out the truth, even if that means infiltrating the Legendborn as one
of their initiates. She recruits Nick, a self-exiled Legendborn with his own grudge
against the group, and their reluctant partnership pulls them deeper into the
society’s secrets—and closer to each other. But when the Legendborn reveal
themselves as the descendants of King Arthur’s knights and explain that a
magical war is coming, Bree has to decide how far she’ll go for the truth and
whether she should use her magic to take the society down—or join the fight.
There is a sickness in the land. Prophets tell of the fall of empires, the rise of
champions. Great beasts stir in vaults beneath the hills, beneath the waves.
Armies mass. Gods walk. The world will be torn asunder. Epic fantasy is
storytelling at its biggest and best. From the creation myths and quest sagas of
ancient times to the mega-popular fantasy novels of today, these are the stories
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that express our greatest hopes and fears, that create worlds so rich we long to
return to them again and again, and that inspire us with their timeless values of
courage and friendship in the face of ultimate evil—tales that transport us to the
most ancient realms and show us the most noble sacrifices, the most astonishing
wonders. Now acclaimed editor John Joseph Adams (Wastelands, The Living
Dead) brings you seventeen tales by today’s leading authors of epic fantasy,
including George R. R. Martin (A Song of Ice and Fire), Ursula K. Le Guin
(Earthsea), Robin Hobb (Realms of Elderlings), Kate Elliott (Crown of Stars), Tad
Williams (Of Memory, Sorrow & Thorn), Patrick Rothfuss (The Kingkiller
Chronicle), and more. Return again to lands you’ve loved or visit magical new
worlds. Victory against the coming darkness is never certain, but one thing’s for
sure—your adventure will be epic.
An Instant National Bestseller! An Indie Next Pick! A Most Anticipated in 2021
Pick for Oprah Magazine | USA Today | Buzzfeed | Greatist | BookPage |
PopSugar | Bustle | The Nerd Daily | Goodreads | Literary Hub | Ms. Magazine |
Library Journal | Culturess | Book Riot | Parade Magazine | Kirkus | The Week |
Book Bub | OverDrive | The Portalist | Publishers Weekly A Best of Summer Pick
for TIME Magazine | CNN | Book Riot | The Daily Beast | Lambda Literary | The
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel | Goodreads | Bustle | Veranda Magazine | The
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Week | Bookish | St. Louis Post-Dispatch | Den of Geek | LGBTQ Reads |
Pittsburgh City Paper | Bookstr | Tatler HK "A vibrant and queer reinvention of F.
Scott Fitzgerald's jazz age classic. . . . I was captivated from the first
sentence."—NPR "A sumptuous, decadent read."—The New York Times “Vo has
crafted a retelling that, in many ways, surpasses the original."—Kirkus Reviews,
starred review Immigrant. Socialite. Magician. Jordan Baker grows up in the most
rarefied circles of 1920s American society—she has money, education, a killer golf
handicap, and invitations to some of the most exclusive parties of the Jazz Age.
She’s also queer and Asian, a Vietnamese adoptee treated as an exotic
attraction by her peers, while the most important doors remain closed to her. But
the world is full of wonders: infernal pacts and dazzling illusions, lost ghosts and
elemental mysteries. In all paper is fire, and Jordan can burn the cut paper heart
out of a man. She just has to learn how. Nghi Vo’s debut novel, The Chosen and
the Beautiful, reinvents this classic of the American canon as a coming-of-age
story full of magic, mystery, and glittering excess, and introduces a major new
literary voice. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
What would you do if you were 18 and told the future of the world is in your
hands? Young Areenna of Freemorn is just beginning to discover her powers
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when she is called to a place from which few ever return. Mikaal of Tolemac, the
son of the High King holds a secret so dangerous it could shatter the fabric of the
world should it become known. 3,000 years after America is destroyed by nuclear
war, the inhabitants have evolved, embracing magic and metaphysical warfare.
As enemies from across the seas begin to close in, ancient legends come alive,
leaving noone safe. The only two who can stop the onset of the darkest evil is the
sorceress,Areenna, and Mikaal, the son of the High King of Neveah. With the
safety of the world in their hands, and their powers young and erratic, will Mikaal
and Areenna find the courage and strength to overcome the impossible, or... --An International Best Seller, Born to Magic is the first book in the Tales of
Nevaeh series. Amix between Shannara Chronicles by Terry Brooks and The
Hundred Series by Kass Morgan, Born to Magic combines futuristic dystopian
societies ruled by magic and metaphysical elements with science fiction. The
inhabitants aren't aware that looming just outside the atmosphere, orbits the key
to their past. Teens,young adults, and adults alike will love this fantasy. "A perfect
mix of fantasy and science fiction." Nicholas C. Rossis Author of The Pearseus
Seriess "Uniquely intriguing blend of Shannara and Star Wars perhaps?" Sheila
Deeth VINE VOICE 5 Stars! "I slipped into the tale like a comfy robe. A comfy
robe with a bunch of intriguing pockets full of secrets! The action and pacing
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throughout the rest of the book made it a page turner and I loved the strong
female lead." Amy Vansant, Author of the Angeli Trilogy "...this one is worth the
read!" Christy's Reviews “Once again David Wind captures the imagination of his
readers in this first book in the Tales of Nevaeh series. With complex characters,
an engaging story line, and breathtaking descriptions, Born to Magic takes the
reader on a roller coaster ride of epic proportions! I couldn't put it down! I am
looking forward to reading the next in the series!” C.L. Bradford, 5 Stars
In a future where humanity has scattered itself across the stars and Earth itself is
now a dimly-remembered place of legend, two worlds of near-supernatural
strangeness challenge two naive but courageous heroes. The planet Beltane had
been unscathed by the all-encompassing war of the four Sectors when Vere
Collis and his friends, exploring caves underground, were trapped by powerful
explosions on the surface. Their leader was killed, but the group wandered for
days underground to find a way to the surface. They emerged to find that they
were the last human survivors on Beltane. Only strange and deadly mutant
creatures now roamed the surface. Elsewhere in the galaxy, Kilda•s home planet
had no place for her, so she took employment as a teacher and governess to two
young children on the planet named Dylan. But she soon found that one of her
charges has an invisible _dread companionÓ¾and soon Kilda knows that the
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companion is not imaginary at all, as it leads her charges into an otherdimensional world resembling the legends of Faerie. Though the other world has
unknown dangers on every hand, Kilda follows the children across the spatial
barrier, knowing that she is their only hope. Two complete novels of two very
different heroes battling alien and unknown evil, and fighting to protect the
helpless in worlds that are wondrous, terrifying, and utterly alien. Publisher•s
Note: Dark Companion has previously appeared separately as Dark Piper and
Dread Companion. This is the first combined publication of the complete book. At
the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management).
A Legend Caught in a Revolution. A New Life That Mirrors the Past. A Dark Cult
Threatening to Destroy What's Left of Civilization. Some things you just can't
escape, doesn't matter how far you run. King Daryn has turned the Sons of
Liberty into a war machine. Texas is flooded with exiles and refugees. The
Church of The Redemption has come to power, changing the geopolitical
landscape. Everything the Clearwater crew knew is gone. They've had to start a
new life, hidden away from it all. Stealing what they can to survive. But there's no
safety in solitude. They know that better than anyone. Everything they know is
about to change, when they stumble upon enough silver and weaponry to buy a
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small army. There's just one problem--the people who it belonged to are about to
come looking for it. And a new war simmering in the dark is about to tear the
country apart. No matter how far they push it away, they can't escape the destiny
pulling them in like a gravity well. After all, history will not be denied its legends.
Welcome to Nevaeh -- where magic has replaced technology. The Complete
Science Fiction and Fantasy Bundle of the Post-Apocalyptic Sci-Fi Epic Fantasy
Series Tales Of Nevaeh. Enter the ritual and magic of the future of our world,
combine with sword and sorcery as ten dominions struggle for supremacy while a
dark, formidable power emerges to threaten all. BOOK I: Born To Magic begins
the Epic Sci-Fi fantasy Sword & Sorcery saga What would you do if you were 18
and told the future of the world is in your hands? Young Areenna of Freemorn is
just coming of age and discovering her powers when she is called to a place of
magic from which few ever return. Mikaal of Tolemac, the son of the High King
holds a secret so dangerous it could shatter the fabric of the world should it
become known. --3,000 years after America is destroyed by nuclear war, the
inhabitants have evolved, embracing magic and metaphysical warfare. As
enemies from across the seas begin to close in, ancient legends come alive,
leaving no one safe. The only two who can stop the onset of the darkest evil is
the sorceress, Areenna, and Mikaal, the son of the High King of Neveah. With the
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safety of the world in their hands, and their powers young and erratic, will Mikaal
and Areenna find the courage and strength to overcome the impossible, or...
BOOK II: The Dark Masters --Across the sea, the sorcerers known as the Dark
Masters, launch a fleet of ships with tens of thousands of warriors. In Nevaeh,
charged with an epic journey, Areenna and Mikaal, armed only with their psychic
abilities, their swords and Areenna's bow, must travel to the desolate Frozen
Mountains. There, in the unchartered dangerous region, they must discover not
just the legends, but the millennia old secret awaiting them in their fight to save
Nevaeh from extermination. BOOK III: TRINITY --Areenna of Freemorn and
Mikaal of Tolemac must bring together the ten dominions for one last battle
against their ruthless enemy. The Dark Masters threaten to annihilate the
Nevaens, wiping humanity from the face of the earth, unless Areenna and Mikaal
can find the mystical power that is Nevaeh's salvation --To save their world, and
their people, they must go where no one has gone for 3000 years: below the
Island--deep beneath what used to be Manhattan. As the days grow darker, they
search to find deliverance for their people, and become what has been
prophesied--the Trinity of power. To accomplish this, they must first discover the
third pillar of their powers. --Time is running out. Can they build the Trinity in time
to save humanity from extinction? BOOK IV: Dream Weavers of Nevaeh --Thirty
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centuries before, the Circle of Afzal created genetic mirror images of the
themselves and froze their clones in cryogenic suspension. But now, with the
destruction of the Dark Masters accomplished, this new terror comes forth. --To
stop the darkness from returning, Areenna, Mikaal, and Neleh must follow
different paths if they are to stand a chance at stopping the approaching danger,
with Neleh accepting the most hazardess journey ever conceived. BOOK V: The
Legend of Ailish--The legend of Ailish begins in the year 3256, two thousand
years before we learned of her in The Dark Masters. --Recalled to The Island by
the Eight Sorceresses of Nevaeh, Ailish, Queen Mother of Morvene and the most
powerful sorceress in Nevaeh, must say goodbye to her children and leave
everything behind, as she ventures into the unknown, charged with saving
Nevaeh from the Circle of Afzal and the Dark Masters themselves. Tales of
Nevaeh series. Amix between Terry Brooks' Shannara series and The Hundred
Series by Kass Morgan, Born to Magic combines post-apocalyptic futuristic
societies ruled by magic and metaphysical elements with science fiction..
Teens,young adults, and adults alike will love this fantasy.
Humanity will finally be saved or destroyed in the shattering conclusion to the postapocalyptic and highly acclaimed NYT bestselling trilogy that won the Hugo Award
three years in a row. The Moon will soon return. Whether this heralds the destruction of
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humankind or something worse will depend on two women. Essun has inherited the
power of Alabaster Tenring. With it, she hopes to find her daughter Nassun and forge a
world in which every orogene child can grow up safe. For Nassun, her mother's
mastery of the Obelisk Gate comes too late. She has seen the evil of the world, and
accepted what her mother will not admit: that sometimes what is corrupt cannot be
cleansed, only destroyed.
"Featuring stories by a bestselling, cross-genre assortment of some of the most exciting
writers working today, an anthology of gender-bent, queered, race-bent, and inclusive
retellings from the vast lore surrounding King Arthur, Camelot, and the Knights of the
Round Table. The stories are so iconic that just a name, a word, conjures romance and
betrayal, chivalry and magic. These are legends so embedded in our culture that they
feel real; that as early as the twelfth century, Geoffrey of Monmouth, Thomas Malory,
and Edmund Spenser were like, "I gotta get to writing fanfic of that." Indeed, from their
very earliest incarnations, these stories were waiting to be reinterpreted and retold; they
have lived through the centuries because they were transformed. Sword Stone Table
marks a continuation of that tradition and the start of a brand-new one. Here you'll find
the Lady of the Lake reimagined as a Ugandan sorceress and the Lady of Shalott as a
wealthy, isolated woman in a futuristic Mexico City penthouse spying on Lancelot via
advanced technology; you'll discover Excalibur reformed as a baseball bat that grants a
washed-up minor leaguer a fresh shot at glory and as a lost ceremonial drum that
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returns to a young First Nations boy the power and the dignity of his people. There are
stories set in turn-of-the-century Chicago, '80s New York, twenty-first century
Singapore, and space; there are lesbian lady knights, Arthur and Merlin reborn in the
modern era for a second chance at saving the world and falling in love--even a coffee
shop AU. Brave, bold, and groundbreaking, the stories in Sword Stone Table will bring
fresh life to beloved myths and give long-time fans a chance to finally see themselves in
their favorite legends"-The emperor of the galaxy has fallen, leaving his exiled daughter to pick up the pieces.
The once-idyllic Andlios Republic has fallen into chaos after the passing of Emperor
Freeman. His son, Cronus, a madman bent on total control of the galaxy, rules in his
stead. Adrift on the fringes of republic space, Katrijn Freeman must return home and
fulfill her father's dying wish: restore democracy to their fractured republic. There are
more forces in play, though. Another princess with a claim to the throne and the Earth
Ministry on the other side of the galaxy, bent on domination. It's a race to restore order
as Katrijn must traverse the cosmos with her closest allies, caught between humanity's
two great civilizations. Humanity's two great civilizations clash as Katrijn and her friends
explore their own humanity, trying to avoid repeating the same mistakes that have led
to much suffering. It's a space adventure for the ages. This bundle includes: Cydonia
Rising Ganymede's Gate Monolith's End *** KEYWORDS: science fiction, scifi book,
scifi books, space opera book, space opera scifi, space opera adventure battles,
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science fiction female lead, strong female characters in books, anarchist scifi, cyborg
fiction, space opera exploration, space viking book, anticapitalist scifi, existential scifi,
scifi box set, epic space opera, scifi fantasy, space viking battles, lgbtq scifi,
progressive scifi, hema battles scifi, space opera box set, science fiction box set For
fans of: Frank Herbert, Dan Simmons, China Mieville, Isaac Asimov, Ursula K. LeGuin,
John Wilker, Martha Wells, Ann Leckie, Iain M. Banks, Iain Banks, Kim Stanley
Robinson, John Scalzi, Chuck Wendig, Kevin J. Anderson
Rich new works by the very best known creators of fantasy fiction, each set in the
special universe of the imagination that made that writer famous throughout the world.
It should have been so simple . . . Durine, Kethol, and Pirojil are three mercenaries who
have spent twenty years fighting other people's battles, defeating the Tsurani and the
Bugs and the goblins. Yet now it seems there are no more enemies to vanquish,
leaving them with a few months of welcomed garrison duty as the Riftwar rages on in
the west. When the trio is ordered to accompany a lady and her husband safely to the
city of LaMut, it looks like an easy—even cushy—assignment. But in Midkemia, nothing is
that straightforward, and the men find themselves trapped by a vicious winter storm in a
castle with scheming lords and ladies, an unsolved murder, and nothing less than the
political future of Midkemia at stake. . . .
Legends Never Die. Sequel to the Post-Apocalyptic Bestseller HOOD! From the
remnants of America, a new world is taking shape. But not all is as it seems. As
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Rangers of the Sons of Liberty, Whiskey and Taylor have a new life ranging out into the
overgrown vestiges of civilization, teaching young soldiers how to survive. But peace
never lasts long. The tides of war beckon as rebels are found within the borders. A
secret organization lies unknown to the warring factions in the new Americas. A
mysterious message has been nailed to Whiskey and Taylor's door. Someone from
their past is still alive. Twenty years have passed since the fall of the Kaiser and the
end of the First War. Survivors across the country have slowly banded into factions,
rebuilding semblances of civilization from the vestiges of the old world. The end of the
Kaiser's war brought years of relative peace to the country... But as the factions rise up
against the Sons of Liberty, conflict rises on the horizon. As war comes again to the
vestiges of America, the factions have united behind a deadly sniper called 'the Ghost'.
The Sons of Liberty stand alone, and The new civilization stands upon the brink of
falling apart once more . . . But the further from home Whiskey and Taylor get, the more
muddled the truth seems to be. But one thing is clear. Someone from their past is still
alive. Sequel to the bestselling Book 1 of the American Rebirth Series, HOOD!
Were the gods astronauts?In human history, a significant number of unexplained
ancient mysteries have remained unsolvable. What if many of those myths related to
aliens that lived among humans and became legends?In the future, our solar system is
no longer a boundary. Humans have reached the stars and are at the end of a bloody
war against the Absalonians. The prospect of peace and prosperity is finally a
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reality.Commander Tom Blackwolf, Sergeant Barrabas, and Corporal Kira were to
return home after the conflict. However, the Valkyries, who the humans thought to be
only a tale from the past, have returned, disrupting the galaxy's balance of power and
putting the very existence of humanity at stake.Who Deserves to Live? is the first book
of the Rising Legends series. It is a breathtaking military sci-fi space opera telling the
adventures of Commander Tom Blackwolf and his crew as they fight to save the human
race. The battlefield is the galaxy, and no one knows who to trust.
As the latest addition to the "Legends" series, this book offers a collection of new short
novels from such wellknown authors as Robert Jordan, Ursula K. Le Guin, Tad Williams
and others.

"A staggering marvel."—The New York Times “The World Gives Way has a
sweeping world rich in lore and an electric plot, both of which make for ideal
summer reading.”—Brandon Taylor, Booker Prize-nominated author of Real Life
ONE OF LITHUB'S MOST ANTICIPATED TITLES OF 2021 In a near-future
world on the brink of collapse, a young woman born into servitude must seize her
own freedom in this glittering debut with a brilliant twist. In fifty years, Myrra will
be free. Until then, she's a contract worker. Ever since she was five, her life and
labor have belonged to the highest bidder on her contract—butchers, laundries,
and now the powerful, secretive Carlyles. But when one night finds the Carlyles
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dead, Myrra is suddenly free a lot sooner than she anticipated—and at a cost she
never could have imagined. Burdened with the Carlyles' orphaned daughter and
the terrible secret they died to escape, she runs. With time running out, Myrra
must come face to face with the truth about her world—and embrace what's left
before it's too late. A sweeping novel with a darkly glimmering heart, The World
Gives Way is an unforgettable portrait of a world in freefall, and the fierce drive to
live even at the end of it all.
Twenty-five classic horror short stories, from the pulp magazines of the 20th
century. Includes: The Thing in the Cellar by Dr. David Keller, The Devotee of
Evil by Clark Ashton Smith, The Unbeliever by Robert Silverberg, Manhole 69 by
J. G. Ballard, Mimic by Donald Wollheim, Test-Tube Frankenstein by W. Wayne
Robbins, Same Time, Same Place by Mervyn Peake, From the Dark Halls of Hell
by G. G. Pendarves, Miriam by Truman Capote, I'm Looking for "Jeff" by Fritz
Leiber, The Opal Necklace by Kris Neville, Wing in the Night by Robert E.
Howard, The Hounds of Tindalos by Frank Belknap Long, The Invisible Monster
by H. P. Lovecraft and Sonia Greene, The Graveyard Rats by Henry Kuttner, The
Permanent Stiletto by W. C. Morrow, The Dark Demon by Robert Bloch, The
Monkey's Paw by W. W. Jacobs, The Dangerous Scarecrow by Carl Jacobi, Far
Below by Robert Barbour Johnson, Blank...by Harlan Ellison, Deaf, Dumb and
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Blind by C. M. Eddy and H. P. Lovecraft, The Hanging Stranger by Philip K. Dick,
The House in the Valley by August Derleth and It's a Good Life by Jerome Bixby
(the basis for the Twilight Zone episode of the same name).
Through storytelling, the rich history of the Native American tribes is alive and
well today. It has been shared and preserved and still pays tribute to fallen
heroes of the past. It is through these glimpses into the past, and these stories
much like the ones that are contained in this book, that you can see what a proud
heritage they possess and how in tune with the Earth Native Americans really
are. With this book I hope you understand the Native American people a little
better and understand where they have come from and what they can offer the
world. By exploring these stories, I offer you a glimpse into an often forgotten
past. Included in this book are the stories: The Song of Hiawatha, Iktomi and the
Muskrat, The Boy and the Turtles, The Arrow Chain, The Toad and the Boy, The
Sparrow Hawk and the Grasshoppers, Origin of the Groundhog Dance, The Eye
Juggler, The Tree-bound, The Sun Snarer, How the Rattlesnake Learned to Bite,
The White Trail in the Sky, The Pet Donkey, The Enchanted Horse, The Story of
the Peace Pipe, The Raccoon and the Crawfish, Splinter Foot Girl, Creation of
Man, The Orphan and the Owl, Coyote and Sun, The Children of Cloud, Iktomi's
Blanket, Why the Apaches are Fierce, and many, many more.
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Here they are, the writers and the worlds that have satisfied millions of readers.
Each has returned to their compelling special places to tell a new tale that
enriches and illuminates their most famous creations, in a big, lavish volume
enhanced with color and illustrative materials. Many of the short novels take
place at an earlier moment in the history of their worlds, and cast new light on the
famous epics. Others fit into the already established patterns of their worlds, but
happen offstage from the main action. All are essential reading to the millions of
fans of these writers and worlds.Stephen King tells a tale of Roland, the
Gunslinger, in The Little Sisters of Eluria Terry Pratchett relates an amusing
incident in Discworld, in The Sea and Little Fishes Terry Goodkind tells of the
origin of the Border between realms in the world of The Sword of Truth in Debt of
Bones Orson Scott Card spins a yarn of Alvin and his apprentice in Grinning Man
Robert Silverberg returns to Majipoor and to Lord Valentine's astonishing life in
The Seventh Shrine Ursula K. Le Guin, in a sequel to her famous books of
Earthsea, portrays a woman who wants to learn magic in Dragonfly Tad Williams
tells an enthralling story of a great and haunted castle in an age before Memory,
Sorrow, and Thorn in The Burning Man George R.R. Martin sets his adventure of
The Hedge Knight a generation before his epic A Song of Ice and Fire Anne
McCaffrey returns once again to her world of romance and adventure to tell of a
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Runner of Pern Raymond E. Feist's Riftwar Saga is the setting of the revenge of
The Wood Boy Robert Jordan, in the final section in the book, New Spring, tells
of the meeting of Lan and Moiraine and of the beginning of their search for a
baby just born who must lead in the final battle
The Empress took the galaxy for herself at the cost of her humanity. Alva's
ascent to the throne was not without its challenges, but Trella always stood by
Alva's side. Until now. Cast aside for tradition and power, Trella is adrift without a
tether in the galaxy. The woman she sacrificed so much for has no use for her
anymore. With a renewed sense of urgency, Trella sets out to win her lover back,
but can she hold on to the humanity she worked so hard for? Her path is
intertwined with that of Jace Krios and the princess in exile, Katrijn. A vision of a
fatal clash between Alva and Katrijn sends Jace to the edges of time and space
to save Katrijn from herself, only to find himself more lost than ever. He must
confront his greatest fear to keep humanity from unraveling. Friendships are
tested, hearts are broken and change waits for no one in the third installment of
the Andlios space opera series. *** KEYWORDS: science fiction, scifi book, scifi
books, space opera book, space opera scifi, space opera adventure battles,
science fiction female lead, strong female characters in books, anarchist scifi,
cyborg fiction, space opera exploration, space viking book, anticapitalist scifi,
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existential scifi, scifi box set, epic space opera, scifi fantasy, space viking battles,
lgbtq scifi, progressive scifi, hema battles scifi, space opera, science fiction
cthulhu, lovecraftian, lovecraftian scifi
A collection of original short novels by such acclaimed authors as Stephen King,
Robert Jordan, Anne McCaffrey, Ursula K. Le Guin, Orson Scott Card, and Terry
Goodkind returns each to his own special fantasy world for a new and
illuminating story.
Magic and mysticism come alive in this magnificent historical fantasy from the
New York Times–bestselling author of the Chronicles of the Deryni. Long before
Camber was revered as a saint, he was a Deryni noble, one of the most
respected of the magical race whose arcane skills set them apart from ordinary
humans in the medieval kingdom of Gwynedd. For nearly a century, Camber’s
family has had little choice but to loyally serve the ruling Festils, Deryni usurpers
who employed dark magic to wrest the throne from the rightful Haldane liege.
Now, the land suffers under the tyranny of King Imre, whose savage oppression
of the human population weighs heavily on Camber’s heart—a heart that is
shattered when the despot and his evil mistress-sister, Ariella, cause the death of
Camber’s beloved son. The grim demands of justice and vengeance drive
Camber far from his family’s estates in search of the last of the Haldane line.
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This descendant of kings will not be easily persuaded to accept Camber’s
unthinkable plan. But with the kingdom in turmoil, the aging mage and the
reluctant Haldane heir must confront together the awesome, terrible might of the
Festils for the good of all. The first book in Katherine Kurtz’s epic medieval
fantasy series is filled with irresistible suspense, action, adventure, and political
intrigue, leading Publishers Weekly to hail the author as possessing “a rare
craftsmanship with narrative exposition that is also dramatic and moving.”
Twenty-five short stories from Lovecraft's Cthulhu universe, from the authors of
Psycho, Conan the Barbarian and many others. Includes: The Nameless City by
H. P. Lovecraft, The Trail of Cthulhu by August Derleth, The Thing on the Roof by
Robert E. Howard, The Space-Eaters by Frank Belknap Long, The Shambler
from the Stars by Robert Bloch, The Return of the Sorcerer by Clark Ashton
Smith, The Hound by Lovecraft, I Had Vacantly Crumpled It into My Pocket ... by
Joanna Russ, The Man of Stone by Hazel Heald and Lovecraft, The Invaders by
Henry Kuttner, The Terrible Parchment by Manly Wade Wellman, The Challenge
from Beyond by C.L. Moore, Abraham Merritt, H.P. Lovecraft, Robert E. Howard,
and Frank Belknap Long, Through the Gates of the Silver Key by Lovecraft and
E. Hoffmann Price, The Disinterment by Duane Rimel and Lovecraft, The Fire
Vampires by Donald Wandrei, The Necronomicon by J. Vernon Shea, The
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Shadow from the Steeple by Robert Bloch, The Ghost-Eater by C. M. Eddy and
Lovecraft, The Isle of Dark Magic by Hugh B. Cave, The Abyss by Robert A. W.
Lowndes, The Fire of Asshurbanipal by Robert E. Howard, Something from Out
There by August Derleth, The Eater of Souls by Henry Kuttner, Philtre Tip by
Robert Bloch and The Dreams in the Witch-House by Lovecraft.
Death cannot separate them. This is The Raven, older, wiser, some returned from the
grave. Grieving they seek nothing but rest from conflict, something the world will not
grant them. But they remain The Raven, still answering when the call comes, still the
force most likely to survive and bring the world with them, and still willing to die so that
those they love can live.
“Dressed up in the thrill and sparkle of the Roaring Twenties, the classic fairy tale of
‘The Twelve Dancing Princesses’ has never been more engrossing or delightful.
Valentine’s fresh, original style and choice of setting make this a fairy tale reimagining
not to be missed” (Library Journal, starred review). Jo, the firstborn, “The General” to
her eleven sisters, is the only thing the Hamilton girls have in place of a mother. She is
the one who taught them how to dance, the one who gives the signal each night, as
they slip out of the confines of their father’s Manhattan townhouse and into the cabs
that will take them to the speakeasy. Together they elude their distant and controlling
father, until the day he decides to marry them all off. The girls, meanwhile, continue to
dance, from Salon Renaud to the Swan and, finally, the Kingfisher, the club they've
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come to call home. They dance until one night when they are caught in a raid,
separated, and Jo is thrust face-to-face with someone from her past: a bootlegger
named Tom whom she hasn’t seen in almost ten years. Suddenly Jo must balance not
only the needs of her father and eleven sisters, but her own as well. With The Girls at
the Kingfisher Club, award-winning writer Genevieve Valentine takes her superb
storytelling gifts to new heights, joining the leagues of such Jazz Age depicters as Amor
Towles and Paula McLain, and penning a dazzling tale about love, sisterhood, and
freedom.
Leoros doesn't have many friends. As the son of a scientist and archeologist, he is
constantly on the move. When his parents discover the mythic Emerald Tablet buried
beneath Egypt's desert, he decodes the ancient text which leads him to a distant world,
and suddenly his world is turned upside down. On that world, a slave girl begins a
journey towards a destiny she cannot imagine. But when an ancient foe rises from the
ashes, they will be brought together by forces neither understands. Leoros, who
dreams of being like the heroes in the comic books, must fight to unlock the secrets of
the universe to save a people he never knew existed. Atlantia, whose bloody visions
wake her in the night, senses the darkness coming. Together they will face an enemy
with the power of dark energy, lose a mentor to the assassin's blade, and be betrayed
by someone they trust. Their fight for the future is just beginning, and before it is over, a
final sacrifice must be made. When the darkness comes, will they stand and fight or will
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they join it? There is darkness in everyone. Do you wish you could have the power of a
god? Would you use it for good...or for evil? Silverman combines spiritual alchemy,
Greek mythology, Egyptian gods and culture to produce a science fiction fantasy series
you just can't put down once you start reading. His knowledge of Greek and Egyptian
history is meticulously portrayed throughout Legends of Amun Ra-The Emerald Tablet.
This book is a must read for any sci-fi fantasy reader. You will instantly become a
Silverman fan.
Jimmy the Hand, boy thief of Krondor, lived in the shadows of the city. The sewers were
his byways and a flea-ridden, rat-infested cellar his home. Although gifted beyond his
peers, he was still but a nimble street urchin, a pickpocket with potential. Until the day
he met Prince Arutha. Aiding the Prince in his rescue of Princess Anita from
imprisonment by Duke Guy du Bas-Tyra, Jimmy runs afoul of Black Guy's secret police.
Given the choice of disappearing on his own or in a weighted barrel at the bottom of
Krondor's harbor, Jimmy flees the only home he's ever known, venturing south to the
relatively safe haven of Land's End. Suspecting that the rural villagers have never
encountered a lad with his talent and nose for finding wealth—other people's
wealth—he's fairly optimistic about his broadening horizons. But Jimmy is completely
unprepared for what greets him. For Land's End is home to others who tread the
crooked path, and more, to a much darker secret: a dangerous presence unknown
even to the local thieves and smugglers. And Jimmy's youthful bravado and courage
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will plunge him deep into the maw of chaos and even—if he isn't careful—death.
A collection of hard-hitting and insightful alternate history and science fiction tales
authored or co-authored by New York Times bestseller Eric Flint. The collection
includes stories set in Flint’s hugely-popular Ring of Fire series as well as well as tales
from Flint’s Joe’s World humorous fantasy series and stories set in the shared worlds
of bestselling military science fiction legends David Weber and David Drake (including
one entry in Weber’s blockbuster Honor Harrington universe) and capped with a
classic alternate history novella, the hard-hitting, bleak and beautiful “Islands.” A
cornucopia of hard-hitting and insightful tales for fans of New York Times bestseller Eric
Flint and his Ring of Fire alternate history series. This generous selection includes
stories and two short novels from the Ring of Fire series, as well as hilarious tales from
Flint’s Joe’s World humorous fantasy series and, with Dave Freer, a tale set in their
popular Rats, Bats and Vats series. Next, Flint goes all-out for the “aha” moment within
a clutch of stories set in the shared worlds of bestselling military science fiction legends
David Weber and David Drake, including one entry in Weber’s blockbuster Honor
Harrington universe. The collection is capped with the hard-hitting, bleak and beautiful
“Islands,” a classic alternate history novella set in Flint and David Drake’s Belasarius
alternate Rome series, and it comes complete with an insightful foreword by Flint
together with his delightful and informative introduction to each tale. About Eric Flint:
“An SF author of particular note…one who can entertain and edify in equal, and major,
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measure.” – Publishers Weekly About Eric Flint’s Ring of Fire series: “This alternate
history series is…a landmark…”—Booklist “…reads like a technothriller set in the age of
the Medicis…”—Publishers Weekly “…each new entry appears better than the previous
one, a seemingly impossible feat…terrific.”—Midwest Book Review
? Science fiction, fantasy and horror movies have spawned more sequels and remakes
than any other film genre. Following Volume I, which covered 400 films made
1931-1995, Volume II analyzes 334 releases from 1996 through 2016. The traditional
cinematic monsters are represented--Dracula, Frankenstein, the Wolf Man, a new
Mummy. A new wave of popular series inspired by comics and video games, as well as
The Lord of the Rings trilogy, could never have been credibly produced without the
advances in special effects technology. Audiences follow the exploits of superheroes
like Captain America, Iron Man, Spider-Man and Thor, and such heroines as the
vampire Selene, zombie killer Alice, dystopian rebels Katniss Everdeen and Imperator
Furiosa, and Soviet spy turned American agent Black Widow. The continuing
depredations of Jason Voorhees, Freddy Krueger and Michael Myers are described.
Pre-1996 movies that have since been remade are included. Entries features cast and
credits, detailed synopsis, critics' reviews, and original analysis.
GAIMAN! RUSSELL! MIGNOLA! ORDWAY! New York Times bestselling author Neil
Gaiman and Eisner Award-winning comics legend P. Craig Russell breathe new life into
the ancient Norse stories by taking readers through the creation of the Nine Worlds to
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the epic origin and adventures of Thor, Odin, and Loki all the way to the end of
life—Ragnarok. Having previously written about deities in American Gods and The
Sandman, Gaiman teams with Russell to finally bring readers to follow the northern
gods in their own setting in this comic book adaptation of the hit novel!
Read this exciting collection of short stories taken from the World of Arva. Tales from
Arva: Volume One includes The Fall of Ithar, The Grey Elk, The Tale of Liril, Pryde's
Choice and bonus material (including an excerpt from the upcoming The Prince and the
Demon Novella). KEYWORDS: world of arva, short stories collections, epic fantasy,
high fantasy, legends, fables, parables, folktales, folklore, fairy tales
In a dark future, when North America has split into two warring nations, 15-year-olds
Day, a famous criminal, and June, the brilliant soldier hired to capture him, discover that
they have a common enemy.P. Putnam's Sons.
Acclaimed writer and editor Robert Silverberg gathered eleven of the finest writers in
Fantasy to contribute to this collection of short novels. Each of the writers was asked to
write a new story based on one of his or her most famous series: from Stephen King's
opening piece set in his popular Gunslinger universe to Robert Jordan's early look at
his famed Wheel of Time saga, these stories are exceptionally well written and
universally well told. The authors include King, Jordan, and Silverberg himself, as well
as Terry and Lyn Pratchett, Terry Goodkind, Orson Scott Card, Ursula K. Le Guin, Tad
Williams, George R.R. Martin, Anne McCaffrey, and Raymond E. Feist. At the
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Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
One of fantasy’s finest next-generation storytellers continues to break new ground.
Michael J. Sullivan’s trailblazing career began with the breakout success of his Riyria
series: full-bodied, spellbinding fantasy adventures whose imaginative scope and
sympathetic characters won a devoted readership and comparisons to fantasy masters
Brandon Sanderson, Scott Lynch, and J.R.R. Tolkien himself. Now Age of Myth
inaugurates an original five-book series. Since time immemorial, humans have
worshipped the gods they call Fhrey, truly a race apart: invincible in battle, masters of
magic, and seemingly immortal. But when a god falls to a human blade, the balance of
power between humans and those they thought were gods changes forever. Now only
a few stand between humankind and annihilation: Raithe, reluctant to embrace his
destiny as the God Killer; Suri, a young seer burdened by signs of impending doom;
and Persephone, who must overcome personal tragedy to lead her people. The Age of
Myth is over. The time of rebellion has begun. Magic, fantasy, and mythology collide in
Michael J. Sullivan’s Legends of the First Empire series: AGE OF MYTH • AGE OF
SWORDS • AGE OF WAR
From out of the post-apocalyptic ashes of a dead Earth, 200 people placed into
hibernation are sent into space to keep the last of humanity alive. Three thousand years
later, the sole survivor of that starship awakens into the post-apocalyptic world of the
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planet of his birth --The Post Apocalyptical epic Sci-Fi Fantasy of Earth's future, Tales
of Nevaeh, continues with WARLORD: Arrival, Tales of Nevaeh, Volume 6, Journal 1 -WARLORD is the story of Solomon Roth's return to a vastly different earth 3,000 years
after he left. The first books of the series will follow Roth's rise as one of the most
powerful warriors in Nevaeh. --The series, Tales of Nevaeh, WARLORD: Arrival, is both
science fiction and fantasy. Reviewers have called it a mixture of Shannara, The
Hundred, with a dash of GoT thrown in, and reminiscent of Andre Norton. WARLORD:
Arrival, combines futuristic Post-Apocalyptic societies ruled by scientific magic,
metaphysical powers, and strong men and women. The series follows Roth as he
brings the dominions of Nevaeh together to fight the Dark Masters and their armies of
slaves. Early Reviews: "What a great ride! All in all, a very good book and I look forward
to the next one." —Julie Howard, BookBub " ...an epic, incredible read....At times, the
likelihood that these books are our exact future seems eerie" —Pelican Freak, BookBub
Search Terms: Post Apocalyptic, Epic science fiction Fantasy, science fiction,
Dystopian, Action & Adventure, Fantasy, magic, Telepathy, metaphysical, Science
Fiction Technology, science & technology, Starship, sword & Sorcery, magical women,
Young Adult Arthurian legends, Prophecy, Woman Warrior, sorceresses, Arthurian
myths, sorcerers, sorcery, paranormal, Apocalyptic, metaphysics, Military, throne,
Legend, sword, Young Adult epic fantasy, Young Adult Science Fiction, Arthurian
The past through tomorrow are boldly imagined and reinvented in the twenty-five
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stories collected in this showcase anthology. Many of the field's finest practitioners are
represented here, along with stories from promising newcomers, including: William
Barton * Rob Chilson * Tony Daniel * Cory Doctorow * Jim Grimsley * Gwyneth Jones *
Chris Lawson * Ian McDonald * Robert Reed * William Browning Spencer * Allen Steele
* Michael Swanwick * Howard Waldrop * Cherry Wilder * Liz Williams A useful list of
honorable mentions and Dozois's insightful summation of the year in sf round out this
anthology, making it indispensable for anyone interested in SF today.
Anne McCaffrey’s dragons are the stuff of which SF/fantasy legends are made. All of
her dragon books have been national bestsellers. The Girl Who Heard Dragons is a
feast for McCaffrey fans and for all readers—a big, satisfying compilation of her fiction.
Best of all, it opens with an original short novel of Pern, “The Girl Who Heard
Dragons.” In addition, the book contains twenty-four beautiful black and white drawings
by award-winning artist Michael Whelan. Romance, humor, colorful description, and
affecting characters are Anne McCaffrey’s hallmarks and the fifteen stories herein have
these virtues in abundance. No wonder the Chicago Sun-Times described her as a
“master of the well-told tale.” “The Girl Who Heard Dragons” is the story of Aramina, a
teenage girl of Pern who hears dragons—a skill which does not seem likely to help solve
her family’s problems. They are “holdless,” and must constantly roam the land, trying
to hide from bandits. Aramina’s mother fears losing her daughter completely to the life
of a dragonrider, but McCaffrey has another fate in mind for her young heroine.
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Myths, legends, and magic are woven together in a collection of enthralling Irish
folktales from the New York Times bestselling author of the Secrets of the Immortal
Nicholas Flamel series. A competition to become King of the Leprechauns... A trick
designed to fool the Queen of the Fairies... A terrifying lake monster confronted by the
unlikeliest of heroes... Nine Irish legends come to life in these timeless, action-packed
folktales about mythological creatures and epic heroes. A master of Irish mythology,
bestselling author Michael Scott has crafted stories guaranteed to enthrall young
readers who love magic, legends, and lore. And don't miss the companion collection of
Irish fairy tales, Magic & Myth!
Understand Video Games as Works of Science Fiction and Interactive Stories Science
Fiction Video Games focuses on games that are part of the science fiction genre, rather
than set in magical milieux or exaggerated versions of our own world. Unlike many
existing books and websites that cover some of the same material, this book
emphasizes critical analysis, especially the analysis of narrative. The author analyzes
narrative via an original categorization of story forms in games. He also discusses video
games as works of science fiction, including their characteristic themes and the links
between them and other forms of science fiction. Delve into a Collection of Science
Fiction Games The beginning chapters explore game design and the history of sciencefictional video games. The majority of the text deals with individual science-fictional
games and the histories and natures of their various forms, such as the puzzle-based
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adventure and the more exploratory and immediate computer role-playing game (RPG).
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